Over 700 people surveyed

**Baby Oil**
Use baby oil to buff up stainless steel. It always makes it streak free & new looking.

4% of you said this

**Fridge Lemon**
Put half a lemon in the fridge to make it smell nice all the time! And use it to clean the microwave and surfaces.

6% of you said this

**Clean Up!**
Clean up as you go it keeps your kitchen clear and clean rather than spending hours doing it all at once!

34% of you said this

**Sharp Knives**
Keep kitchen knives sharp as they need less effort in use and it should ensure less accidents. Apparently you can also sharpen knives on the bottom of mugs!

2% of you said this

**Vinegar Sink**
If the sink gets blocked and the water doesn’t drain or drains slowly pour a bottle of white vinegar into the sink along with a good dose of bicarbonate of soda.

4% of you said this

**Steam Mop**
Get a steam mop for mopping kitchen floors. It takes half the amount of time and the results are twice as good!

2% of you said this

Visit www.diy-kitchens.com for all your kitchen needs